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L (3 points) Indicate whether each of the following systems is linear, time-invariant, and causal.

You do not need to show your work for this problem.

I y,(n) ~ ,(n-2) I Y2(n) = 2 n x(n) I Y3(n) = x2(n+l)
Linear?

~ I I;fZ<- ;Yl{7

Time-invariant?
"'-<rI--jfl.- ~

Causal?
I I I'1f": ~ /It<;r

2. (2 points) Write the non-O portion of the sequence resulting from x(n) = - GfCu(n-2)-U(1l-2J).

Recall that urn) is the unit step that becomes 1 when the argument reaches O. Clearly indicate

the n=O position in your sequence.

3. (2 points) Express your sequence above as a weighted sum of shifted unit samples or deltas

(6(- II

4. (1 point) let the impulse response of a system be h(n) = [h(O) h(ll] = {3 -5). Explain why this

system is causal.

5, (2 points) Calculate the convolution y(n) = x(n)'"h(n). Show your work (intermediate products;

you are not required to show the formula for the convolution sum). Indicate where n=O.

x(n): [4 J- -, --:iJ
l'

II:: 0
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1. (3 points) Indicate whether each of the following systems is linear, time-invariant. and causal.

You do not need to show your work for this problem.

I Yl(n) = x(n+2) I y,(n) = '(n)+2 I y,(n) = ,'(n)
-

Linear?
I A Jf}. I /l'l.b",no

Time-invariant?
I .n I

AAD,
~ IIf

ICausal?
I 1Mb I ,vA

f/di!;(~r' ,h.,h (} 3

2. (2 points) Write the non-O portion of the sequence resulting fronx(n) = (-~ltahll+1l-U{I-3)).
Recall that u(n) is the unit step that becomes 1 when the argument reaches O. Clearly indicate

the n=O position in your sequence

3. (2 points) Express your sequence above as a weighted sum of shifted unit samples or deltas

(oU)·

4. (1 point) Let the impulse response of a system be h(n) =[h(O} h(l)] =[5 -31. Explain why this

system is causal.

I 5

v{,J=
(2 points) Calculate the convolutiO?\x(n)"'h(n). Show your work (intermediate products; you

may but are not required to show the formula for the convolution sum).

- ,
u (, +,)- Urn -3) ,U.

.,dr0= [-2 I
l',= 0

/ J,divez,..

-4-J
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